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Disguised in a box that previously held a pair of size six ladies runners, 
this past holiday season’s bounty 
marked the shearing of the final 
thread that bound me to the world 
of physical media: I got a Kindle. 
Standing stalwart like the last line 
of defence against the orcish hordes 
at Helms Deep, books, magazines, 
and newspapers vainly fought 
against my whole-body surrender 
to the digital world. Looking at 
my student-budget excuse for a 
bookshelf, primarily populated by 
epic fantasy tomes and reference 
books, it’s a move that’s been a long 
time coming: I haven’t bought a 
new paperback in over a year.
While the switch to a world 
penned in e-ink is still alien to 
some—you know who you are; 
you’ll break eventually—when you 
sit down and consider how you 
consume the rest of your media, 
the fact that e-readers and tablet 
PCs have taken off in a big way, 
largely due to the iPad, shouldn’t 
really be much of a surprise. You’ve 
been downloading music since 
before Napster was a thing; you’re 
a swashbuckling digi-deckhand 
of The Piratebay; and you don’t 
watch TV, you stream Netflix . So, 
like the panic attack that follows a 
“vegetarian’s” realization that those 
aren’t soy-bacon bits they’ve been 
liberally sprinkling on everything 
for weeks: it was only a matter of 
time that books went the way of the 
dinosaurs.
In a world where apartment 
towers are getting taller, while 
square footage continues to get 
smaller, traditional media doesn’t 
make sense in the suburban way 
that it once did. It’s no longer a 
choice governed by want, or will, 
but need and necessity. I need a 
queen-size bed because I starfish 
and wrestle shadows in my sleep. 
I don’t need five boxes of books 
that stay in their boxes every 
time I move. I understand that 
there’s a chance you were raised 
at a Scholastic Book Fair. I also 
recognize the irony in my making a 
case for going digital in a traditional 
print newspaper. If you scoffed or 
guffawed at e-readers in the past, 
it’s time to recognize that we’re in 
the tail end of an evolution of print 
that’s going to continue with or 
without you. 
The technology is there (at least 
in the case of the Kindle). With 3G 
you can purchase books on the go, 
sample chapters from the online 
store, and even check out books 
from a number of virtual “local” 
libraries. If you can forgo the new 
book smell—I’m sensing a new hit 
air freshener scent—the cheaper 
prices of digital books over their 
paper counterparts alone should be 
a compelling enough argument to 
persuade even the most stubborn 
lit-lords among us.
Later days, 
 
Cody Klyne 
Editor in chief 
The Other Press
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Take a look, it’s in an iBook: the e-reading rainbow
4News.
By Dylan Hackett, News Editor
While a major copyright bill is being drafted and debated by the US 
congress, a leaked letter sent to 
Spain’s outgoing President, Jose 
Luis Rodriguez Zapatero, has 
revealed that the US Ambassador 
to Spain warned the country that 
a trade blacklisting could be a 
diplomatic option if a Stop Online 
Piracy Act (SOPA)-style act is not 
enacted by his government. 
The latest batch of cables 
obtained and distributed by 
Wikileaks show that the new 
SOPA-style act passed into Spanish 
law last week as part of the new 
government’s Sustainable Economy 
Law was enacted by new Spanish 
Prime Minister, Mariano Rajoy, as 
fast as possible due to the threat of 
a US trade embargo. The Spanish 
government claims the law’s 
purpose is to help draw in US 
economic investment to the heavily 
indebted EU country.
The American Congressional 
bill which the Spanish counterpart 
was modelled after, the Stop Online 
Piracy Act, continues to be criticized 
as a breach of Internet neutrality 
and privacy by Internet users and 
the American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU), who wrote a letter to 
congress espousing the view that 
“the bill is severely flawed and 
will result in the takedown of large 
amount of infringing content from 
the Internet in contravention of 
the First Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution,” and explaining that 
“by eliminating the concept of sites 
‘dedicated to infringing activity’ 
SOPA enables law enforcement to 
target that contain some infringing 
content—no matter how trivial—
and those who ‘facilitate’ infringing 
content.”
As well as granting federal 
law enforcement the ability to shut 
down domains, SOPA contains a 
section set to increase jail sentences 
and penalties for counterfeiting 
drugs, military materials and 
surplus, and consumer goods: 
behaviour rampant on peer-
to-peer online retailers such as 
eBay. Unauthorized streaming of 
copyright material also becomes 
a felony charge with up to five 
years of federal prison time as 
consequence. 
This includes 
such activities 
as watching TV 
programs through 
video clients such 
as Megavideo, 
Videoweed, and 
Gorillavid—
whose web traffic 
and advertising 
revenue is 
garnered through 
streaming 
copyrighted video content.
The policy of Internet 
censorship previously derided 
by the Obama administration last 
spring during the uprisings in 
the Muslim world are thoroughly 
endorsed and codified in this bill, 
but fuelled by corporate copyright 
protection and not government 
censorship. Corporate sponsors 
of the bill include domain host 
GoDaddy, Nintendo, Sony, Monster 
Electronics, and the Motion Picture 
Association of America.
Many corporations and groups 
who stand poised to see a reduction 
in traffic and business if SOPA 
passes as law are also voicing their 
opinion. Google (whose interests 
include YouTube), Yahoo!, AOL, 
Wikimedia Foundation, and 
Facebook all stand against the bill 
which would give the American 
federal government the ability to 
shut down their entire sites because 
users of their services can share 
material deemed as infringing on 
the interests of copyright holders.
Justin Bieber, who rose to fame 
singing what would be considered 
“copyright material” on YouTube, 
has also lent his voice to opposition 
to SOPA saying, “People need to 
have the freedom...people need to 
be able to sing songs. I just think 
that’s ridiculous.”
US war on Internet piracy goes global 
Holiday homicides: 
Four dead after series of late-December shootings 
SFU-Douglas Degree Program
Program allows students to pick classes from two institutions
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer
While most of Metro Vancouver was enjoying a time of cheer and good will in the days 
surrounding Christmas, several families 
and their loved ones were having a very 
different holiday season after a string 
of four murders took place in the Metro 
Vancouver area. 
“These are very separate and tragic 
events that are only linked by the fact 
that they took place during this holiday 
season,” said Superintendent Dan Malo 
of the Integrated Homicide Investigation 
Team, as police assure the public that the 
four deaths are unrelated to each other 
and are non-gang related. 
The first victim was 28-year-old 
Bradley McPherson. McPherson was 
seriously wounded by a gunshot wound 
at a house party in Surrey on Christmas 
Eve. He later died in hospital. 
Alok Gupta, a store clerk at Ken’s 
Grocery in Surrey, was the victim of the 
second fatal shooting of the season. Gupta 
had volunteered to work on December 
25 so the store’s owners could spend 
Christmas together and was shot during 
his shift. After the shooting, Gupta 
dragged himself to a nearby house to seek 
help, but he died before the ambulance 
arrived.
The next evening, December 26, 
Jeremy Olivier Bettan, 38, was gunned 
down in the driveway of his home in 
Langley. When police arrived on scene, 
they found seven bullet holes in the side 
of Bettan’s SUV along with Bettan’s dead 
body—with one foot still in his vehicle. 
The final homicide occurred on 
December 27, when 28-year-old Apollo-
Lyn Simpson was shot and killed in 
Surrey. Simpson was heard arguing with 
a man at around 7 a.m. on Wednesday 
morning, and gunshots were heard about 
half an hour later. 
Police were quick to assure the public 
that these holiday shootings were not a 
repeat of the spree of gang-related killings 
that happened a few years ago. “This isn’t 
a trend. This isn’t what we saw in 2008 
and 2009, this isn’t gangs out shooting 
each other, which we did see. It just 
happens that these four happened over 
a period of four days and I think it was 
important for me to get that message out 
to the public,” said Malo.
Although the consecutive, unrelated 
murders might concern Metro Vancouver 
citizens, the violent crime and murder rate 
for 2011 is down from the 2010 violent 
crime rate of 13.3 per cent (per 1000 
population).
By Dylan Hackett, News Editor
While many students struggle to meet the requirements of an Associate of Arts or Science degree laid out by the provincial government, a 
recent partnership forged by Douglas College and Simon 
Fraser University—the SFU-Douglas Degree Program—
allows students to maintain their active student registration 
status at both schools while taking classes at whichever 
institution fits their schedule. Students preferring to 
pay less money for credits offered at both institutions 
benefit from the program’s option of giving students two 
institutions to draw courses from.
Interested students must meet the SFU admission 
requirements to either the Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences, the Faculty of Environment, or the Faculty of 
Science; students must also have completed between 
24–45 credits at Douglas College. Applications are 
processed through Simon Fraser University’s prospective 
undergraduates website. Students can also apply to 
the program from secondary school, or be assessed for 
admission based on their secondary school grades if they 
have not completed 24 post-secondary credits.
This program is also a valid option for Douglas 
students interested in student housing. The SFU-Douglas 
Degree Program gives participants full access to the 
Residence and Housing at Simon Fraser University 
(pending credit requirements for students apply)—which 
contains a community of over 1700 students.
The deadline for the program’s summer round of 
admissions is January 30.
“The American Congressional bill which the Spanish counterpart 
was modelled after, the Stop Online Piracy Act, continues to be 
criticized as a breach of Internet neutrality and privacy by Internet 
users and the American Civil Liberties Union...”
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US proposes $450-billion cuts to defence spending
Students recuperate cash through online textbook resale and buyback 
By Dylan Hackett, News Editor 
With the start of winter semester comes the mad flurry of used textbook 
sales, as Douglas students across 
both campuses bargain with 
each other to lessen the burden 
on their post-holiday, limited 
supply of student funds. The 
bulletin boards located outside the 
bookstores—covered thrice over in 
sale proposals which would likely 
add up to a full semester’s worth 
of paper credit—are a traditionally 
popular option for students wishing 
to sell their used textbooks. 
However, more and more 
students are taking their business 
online to resell websites, giving 
Douglas students another medium 
of finding cheaper books and 
bartering with students from 
neighbouring Metro Vancouver 
schools.
Popular methods of textbook 
resale include multi-purpose 
online classifieds, like the enduring 
Craigslist Vancouver, which hosts 
thousands of new classifieds 
every week, not limited to student 
textbooks. 
An ever more popular resale 
website is books2go.ca, which caters 
specifically to student resale and is 
designed and operated locally by 
two University of the Fraser Valley 
students, who founded the service 
in 2006. The website has over 1,400 
textbooks listed in its Douglas 
College domain and boasts a total 
textbook sales amount of over 
$720,000. Students can also browse 
books listed by students from other 
schools much larger than Douglas, 
like Simon Fraser University—
whose students currently list over 
7,000 textbooks—to find the best 
quality and cheapest prices. 
 Textbooks on this website often 
sell for significantly less than the 
used Douglas Bookstore price and 
can sometimes be listed at half of 
the new sale price. Boooks2go’s 
side-by-side listings of duplicate 
textbooks allow for comparisons 
that benefit purchasers because 
they force sellers to lower prices to 
remain competitive against other 
listed textbooks. The site also has a 
search function that caters directly 
to book listings allowing users to 
search by ISBN, course code, or 
book title/author/keyword.
The resell market, in general, 
lists a disproportionate amount 
of textbooks by business and 
accounting students—but is still 
worth browsing for any student 
willing to put the time into hunting. 
Although the durable and reusable 
tote bags given with the purchase 
of books at the official Douglas 
Bookstores don’t come with book 
sales from fellow students, online 
resale is gaining in popularity, and 
looks to be an increasingly viable 
way for students to recuperate loss 
of expenses.  
By Dylan Hackett, News Editor
Barack Obama issued the White House’s latest outline for Pentagon spending last week, 
which included vast spending cuts 
to the American military—slashing 
the budget by about $450 billion 
over the next ten years. 
“The Budget Control Act 
passed by congress last year 
with the support of Republicans 
and Democrats alike mandates 
reductions in federal spending 
including defence spending. 
I insisted that we do that 
responsibly,” said Obama at a recent 
press conference.
A 14 per cent reduction in 
standing troops will likely lessen the 
United States’ ability to carry out 
military occupations that defined 
foreign policy over the last decade, 
like the recently-concluded Iraq 
War and the War in Afghanistan 
(America’s second-longest continual 
occupational war). The past decade 
saw the United States increase 
annual military spending by 73 per 
cent.
The plan highlights that 
traditional combat vessels like the 
11 US aircraft carriers will remain 
intact while foreign deployments 
and research and development will 
suffer. Upon the announcement of 
a decreased US military budget, 
stock of Lockheed Martin, the 
$45-billion annual revenue military 
defence contractor, saw a slight dip 
in trading value, demonstrating that 
defence contractors are not likely 
to experience the same prosperity 
brought by Pentagon investment of 
the Bush years in the next decade 
if Obama’s plan is seen through. 
Lockheed’s F35 multipurpose fighter 
jet is set to be delayed because of 
this announcement, prompting 
nations participating in the NATO 
mission in Afghanistan, including 
Australia whose purchase of 14 of 
the proposed jets to be up in the air.
Australian Ambassador to 
United States, Kim Beazley, had 
a few words to say about the 
prospective delay. “The Americans 
are very clear that as they proceed 
with the F35 program they’re under 
close watch by the Australian 
government and if at any point of 
time a risk develops to the capacity 
for Australia to be satisfied with 
the forcing being that it has for the 
air defence of Australia then the 
Australian government will take 
action.”
As Canadian parliament is 
currently not in session, there 
has been no word from Defence 
Minister Peter MacKay (who 
recently wed Iranian-born beauty 
queen and Iranian rights activist 
Nazanin Afshin-Jam) on whether 
or not Canada will take up any of 
the American slack regarding the 
NATO mission in Afghanistan. The 
Canadian government’s current 
plans in Afghanistan, as of last 
fall’s parliamentary sessions, are 
to train soldiers and lessen combat 
involvement. This still poses a 
significant risk to deployed soldiers. 
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By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
On Thursday Jan. 5, there’s a chance you may have heard the sounds of some 
intense drumbeats and club-like 
crooning on the fourth floor of 
Douglas’ New West campus. 
That’s because Susana Abreu & 
Terra, a Vancouver-based Latin 
Jazz band, were performing 
what happened to be the first 
Arts at One concert of the winter 
semester.
The group is lead by Susana 
Abreu, a Venezuelan musician 
who immigrated to Canada in 
1998. Abreu is now recognized 
for her contributions to the Latin 
music scene in Vancouver, having 
formed various music ensembles 
during her time here. Of these 
groups, Terra has proven to be one 
of her most successful projects, 
often playing sold-out shows at 
the Jazz Cellar and Silk Purse 
Gallery in Vancouver. The group 
also consists of Abreu’s long-time 
collaborator of 16 years, pianist 
and guitarist Andre Carrasquero, 
Vancouver-based Latin 
percussionist Jack Duncan, and 
young guitarist Peter Serravalle. 
Terra’s bassist, Cameron Hood, 
is also known as a prominent, 
private music teacher in B.C.
Latin Jazz was the straight 
to the point title of Thursday’s 
eclectic concert. The show was a 
pleasant change of pace from what 
tends to be the usual Arts at One 
performance. As Susana Abreu & 
Terra are used to playing the clubs, 
they approached the somewhat 
formal setting of the Laura C. 
Muir theatre as they would any 
other show—something the entire 
crowd appreciated. Abreu would 
often get the audience going with 
a couple of jokes, and occasionally 
tell stories about the songs they 
were playing, such as “Como Fue” 
by Enesto Duarte being a nostalgic 
song from her childhood; “One of 
those tunes that—doesn’t matter 
how many times I sing it, I enjoy it 
just as much.”
Each of the songs were, again, 
part of the Latin Jazz genre, the 
majority of which we fast-paced. 
The opening song, “Casa Forte” 
by Edu Lobo, began as a slow 
climb from some experimental 
mixing of gentle guitar, drums, 
and shakers, which eventually met 
with Abreu’s passionate vocals 
before exploding into a battle of 
the drums between Duncan and 
Abreu—even as she continued 
her duty as vocalist. Another was 
the sultry, scat-like “Yatra-Ta” by 
Tania Maria. One of these songs, 
“Bebe” by Ermeto Pascual, placed 
Carrasquero and Duncan centre 
stage as the two blended Duncan’s 
speedy and spot-on drumming 
with Carrasquero’s vibrant piano 
playing. Occasionally the slower 
song made its way into the show, 
such as “Garota de Ipanema,” 
by T. Jobim & V. De Moraes, and 
“Como Fue,” both of which were 
sung softly by a very intense 
Abreu, contrasting with her 
otherwise cheery and swaying 
style. The show closed off with the 
popular Spanish song “Bésame 
Mucho,” which has been covered 
by just about everybody, from The 
Beatles to Andrea Bocelli.
Overall an excellent and 
fun show provided by Douglas 
College, making for quite an 
interesting afternoon. If you’d like 
to see Susana Abreu & Terra for 
yourself, once again, they perform 
regularly at the Jazz Cellar. Their 
next show will be Sunday Jan. 
29, and be sure to check out this 
Thursday’s Arts at One concert, 
which will feature a group lead by 
violinist Angela Cavadas.
“As Susana Abreu & Terra are used to playing the clubs, they 
approached the somewhat formal setting of the Laura C. Muir 
theatre as they would any other show—something the entire 
crowd appreciated.”
Latin up!
Arts at One presents Latin Jazz group Susana Abreu & Terra
The girls with the dragon tattoos 
It’s the U.S. vs. Sweden: who will come out on top?
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer
Before I begin, I stand by the fact that the books are always better. No matter how riveting 
a movie is, I have never found a 
book-turned-movie where the book 
has not been better. That being 
said, both versions (the original 
Swedish and the American remake) 
of the bestselling novel, The Girl 
with the Dragon Tattoo, were—in my 
opinion— successful adaptations. 
The characters (for the most part) 
were portrayed as they should’ve 
been (as they were in the books) 
and, most importantly, they both 
managed to stick to the original story 
relatively well.
Now obviously there were a few 
differences between the two films 
that gave them each strengths and 
weaknesses. One of my favourite 
elements of the original Swedish 
version was the realistic chemistry 
between Mikael Blomkvist, 
played by Michael Nyqvist, 
and Lisbeth Salander, played by 
Noomi Rapace. They mastered not 
only the working aspect of their 
characters’ friendships, but also their 
complicated romantic relationship 
that develops throughout the movie.  
That, however, took quite a 
drastic turn in the American version. 
Although Rooney Mara did an 
excellent job portraying the difficult 
character of Lisbeth, I felt that Daniel 
Craig fell short as Mikael. Mara’s 
character came alive on the screen, as 
she gave a very strong performance 
through the more difficult scenes, but 
I found that Craig’s character came 
off flat and unemotional at times. 
Perhaps a little less of James Bond’s 
stone-cold personality would have 
made his take more of a success.
On the other hand, Stellan 
Skarsgård—who played the villain, 
Martin Vanger, in the American 
version of the film—appeared just 
plain evil as the movie came to its 
climax. Although Peter Haber (the 
Swedish Martin Vanger) did an 
excellent job, Skarsgård managed 
to send chills down my spin while 
giving his big confession. 
Overall, they were both great 
movies. I recommend seeing each of 
them, and the Swedish sequels. But 
above all, always read the books. 
Movies always change some aspects, 
and leave other things out—in this 
writer’s opinion, books are just better. 
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By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor
Monday marked the 12th annual Vancouver Film Critics Circle Awards 
ceremony. At the time this article 
was written though, they hadn’t 
happened yet—not that it really 
affected the end result. Each year 
the Awards get enough buzz in 
local media that it provides for 
something to talk about, but other 
than that, I can’t help questioning 
the concept behind the “ceremony,” 
if you could even call it that.
It shouldn’t be any mystery 
at this point that Vancouver has a 
thriving film industry—one of the 
biggest in North America. Filming 
occurs so often down there (and 
throughout BC, for that matter) 
that it’s virtually impossible 
not to walk into the middle of a 
filming site every now and again. 
Then of course there are the film 
studios, such as the aptly named 
Vancouver Film Studios and Lion’s 
Gate. In any case, a fair portion 
of the productions at work aren’t 
necessarily Canadian; for example, 
Watchmen (2009) takes place in New 
York, but instead of paying the cost 
of filming there, Warner Bros. was 
able to achieve ‘New York on a 
budget’ here.
With all that in mind, the VFCC 
make an annual shortlist of the best 
in local and international films. This 
shortlist, however, often feels like a 
mishmash of greatly varying works, 
considering major blockbusters 
(almost always filling the 
“international” bill) are pitted side-
by-side against “major” Canadian 
films, with separate categories for 
BC films. The whole set-up just 
feels odd, not aided by the fact that 
the nominations and winners are 
announced not even a week apart 
from each other.
So you’re probably wondering 
what exactly my problem with all 
this is. Well for starters, an event 
where I’d assume the top film 
critics in BC gather together for a 
ceremony of this type should be a 
bigger deal. It’s no question either 
that the inclusion of “international” 
films (almost always American) 
doesn’t really help the cause. For 
instance, this year’s nominations for 
Best Canadian Film include Starbuck 
and Small Town Murder Songs—
exciting for people who recognize 
those films, but that excitement 
is easily trumped by the Best 
International Film nominations, 
which include soon-to-be Oscar 
contenders Tree of Life and The 
Artist.
Don’t get me wrong, I 
understand the inclusion of 
international films; after all, it’s 
whatever the critics liked. What I 
think should be of priority though 
are the Canadian films, especially 
BC films. The VFCC Awards aren’t 
going to compete with the Genies 
(Canada’s Academy Awards-
equivalent), so why not focus 
even closer to home? With all the 
prominent film programs offered 
in BC, not to mention a pricy 
little dream factory known as the 
Vancouver Film School, is finding 
an annual slew of quality local films 
really that difficult? Considering 
last year’s Vancouver International 
Film Festival had over 30 Canadian 
feature-length films to offer, I kind 
of doubt it.
Not to end on a sour note, but a 
website of some sort for the VFCC 
might also be a good investment for 
the future.
“With all the prominent film programs offered in BC, not to mention 
a pricy little dream factory known as the Vancouver Film School, is 
finding an annual slew of quality local films really that difficult?”
A PuSh in the right direction
The PuSh festival is back, and bigger than ever
Everyone’s a critic 
What exactly does the Vancouver Film Critic Circle offer?
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor
Apparently there’s a new city that never sleeps, because not even two weeks into 
the new year and already there’s a 
festival coming up in Vancouver. 
Next Tuesday, January 17, the PuSh 
International Performing Arts 
Festival will be entering its seventh 
consecutive year as a multimedia 
arts festival. As their delightful 
promo video states, PuSh is about 
“finding that line that some are 
afraid to cross, and crossing it 
anyway”—in an artistic sense, of 
course.
PuSh began in 2003 as an 
effort to put on various theatre 
performances throughout the 
month of January. By 2005 though, 
it became its own charitable festival, 
branching out to include artists of 
multidisciplinary backgrounds. 
From Canada all the way to 
Japan, over a hundred shows are 
performed internationally as part 
of the PuSh festival, which include 
works of theatre, dance, music, and 
anything in-between.
This year’s festival will be 
taking place over three weeks, 
again, from January 17 through 
February 4. There are 17 main 
acts presented, along with a large 
number of additional performances, 
including concerts at the Club PuSh 
venue. Of the main events, the Latin 
show Amarillo will be performed 
by Teatro Linea de Sombra, 
a renowned Mexican touring 
ensemble of theatre performers. 
Another international theatre 
performance includes Hot Pepper, 
Air Conditioner and the Farewell 
Speech, a deadpan office space dark 
comedy put on by the Japanese 
theatre group chelfitsch.
Film is explored with 
presentations of English films The 
Solo and Ensemble, both premiering 
in Canada at the same event, which 
will be hosted by their filmmaker 
Andrew Cross, who will also be 
providing Q&A. Another English 
production will include Guided Tour, 
which will be an artist roundtable 
hosted by Peter Reder. There will 
also be art galleries, such as The 
Pixelated Revolution: a look at the 
world through virtual means. 
The Lebanese artist Rabih Mroué, 
who is also an actor, director, and 
playwright, will be in attendance 
for a meet and greet of the gallery 
showing.
Homegrown material, on 
the other hand, includes Do You 
Want What I Have Got? A Craigslist 
Cantata, by Bill Richardson and 
Veda Hille. The show, to put it 
simply, is a musical comedy about 
the odd things that can be found 
on Craigslist. Local musician Eve 
Egoyan will be part of this year’s 
Music on Main, which highlights 
post-classical artists, performing 
Simple Lines of Enquiry on the piano.
To check out the full list of 
performances and dates (far too 
many than can be covered here), 
head over to the PuSh website or 
pick up the program guide from 
any JJ Bean. Tickets for all shows 
are individually priced; if you’re 
aiming to see a couple, this can get 
pretty pricy, so get in on the PuSh 
Pass or Group Sales deals while you 
still can.
For more information, visit 
www.pushfestival.ca
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By Sharon Miki, Assistant Editor
“If you talkin’ ‘bout money, homie, I 
ain’t concerned.”
-50 Cent
We all want to be financially secure, but if money in the bank was as easy as 
counting your nickels, we’d all be 
rich. I, for one, have been acting 
like a chump for years—living 
a cold, desolate life filled with 
Ziploc lunches, public transit, No 
Name cereal, and No Real fun. 
While I appreciate the sentiment 
behind frugal living strategies, I’m 
starting to think that maybe the 
way to financial solvency is to make 
bold moves against the grain of 
conventional wisdom.
First of all, how many times 
have you heard that simply 
abstaining from pricey Starbucks 
beverages can save you dollars 
a day—adding up to hundred 
of dollars a year. Sounds very 
practical—until you consider 
how inconvenient it is to slosh 
around homemade coffee in a 
dollar-store to-go mug. You might 
save a buck, sure, but you’ll end 
up with unprofessional coffee 
stains on your shirt, you won’t 
drink that cold, disgusting swill, 
you’ll end up exhausted without 
the caffeine boost, and you will 
ultimately end up spending the day 
in an unproductive, unattractive 
slump. So, maybe you pocketed 
an extra toonie—but at what “big-
picture”cost?
Similarly, I think that it’s 
time more people started eating 
out for lunch instead of carrying 
around squished bananas and 
squashed tuna sandwiches in 
their backpacks all day. First off: 
you stink. No one wants to be 
seen within smelling distance of 
a tuna-banana aromatized loser; 
you’re losing friends and potential 
business contacts. Moreover, for 
what you might be saving in 
debit card transactions, you’re 
losing invaluable opportunities 
to participate in contemporary 
mainstream cultural and social 
capital at the post-secondary level. 
Purchasing a Subway foot-long 
is more than a lunchtime dollar-
purge; indeed, it is a highly-visible 
demonstration of your inclusion and 
refined understanding of the shared 
advertising norms of our society. 
Walking down the hall with the 
plastic swish-swish of a green and 
yellow Subway bag affirms your 
desire to be a part of the elite within 
the consumerist elite of the college 
microsystem. It’s well worth the few 
extra dollars. 
Also, tomatoes and pickles 
go totally soggy on homemade 
sandwiches.
Moving away from 
gastrointestinal issues, the much-
touted idea of using public transit as 
a way to save money has multiple 
flaws. As an avid transit user (I’ve 
been drinking the Kool-Aid, but I 
now see the light), the most obvious 
problem with transit is that it takes 
twice as long to get anywhere. Does 
this really save you anything? If 
you added up all of the extra time 
that you spend on transit, you could 
probably acquire a second job and 
still fit in a few naps. Also, most 
people look really cool driving cars; 
it’s extremely difficult to look cool 
while trying desperately not to 
touch knees with the lecherous man 
in tear-away pants leering at you 
while you and 50 other poor souls 
are bounced around in a vat of gas-
powered recycled air and sadness.
We all want to be rich, but 
maybe it’s time we start giving 
more respect to the adage that it 
takes money to make money. I’m 
no financial expert, but let’s try it 
out: you live your way, and I’ll live 
mine—we’ll see who makes it to 
bankruptcy court first. I think you 
may be surprised.
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer
Short on cash? Can’t figure out why? Well, it’s because you’re in college, burdened 
with an insurmountable student 
loan, and failing your classes. I 
kid—partially—but here are some 
money-saving tips that can ease 
the stress in at least one area of 
your life.
Let’s start with coffee. 
The lifeblood of any collegian 
and definitely a necessity. 
However, Starbucks is not. 
While the temptation to give in 
to consumerism and proudly 
carry that easily-recognizable cup 
around every morning is strong, 
it’s not financially smart. Picking 
up a cup even three times a week 
can add up to approximately $12. 
That’s $48 a month, and $576 
a year! Nearly $600 for coffee? 
A princely sum for a morning 
wakeup. The solution? Start 
brewing your own coffee at home. 
Grab a massive tin from Costco 
instead! Sure, the taste may not be 
quite on par, but you’ll be saving 
a lot of money while still getting 
that jolt of needed caffeine. 
Second, I love McDonalds and 
Tim Horton’s as much as the next 
person. A filling meal for $5 or so 
looks really good on paper, but 
do the math. Much like the coffee 
scenario, eating out for snacks, 
lunch, and dinner can really put a 
dent in your wallet. Bring a lunch 
from home in one of those good 
old-fashioned brown bags, and 
you won’t regret it.
Next, let’s talk about bottled 
water. It’s the biggest crock since 
non-alcoholic beer. If we were 
living in some other area where 
the water supply was not as 
trustworthy, then there would be 
some merit to it. Here in beautiful 
British Columbia it is completely 
unnecessary. Tap water is clean, 
fresh, and very much drinkable. 
Quit hauling around that bottled 
water like a badge of ignorance, 
grab a re-useable bottle, and fill it 
up. 
Another point? Cars are 
wonderful. At a moment’s notice, 
they can whisk you away to any 
place of your choosing. However, 
with the state of gas prices these 
days, that place of your choosing 
may be restricted to somewhere 
much closer. Along with the 
incredible gas costs, you have to 
pay car insurance. The average 
premium in 2009 for British 
Columbians was $1,113 per year. 
While this advice is not applicable 
to all, since some truly need a 
vehicle due to their location, it is a 
reasonably sound idea to sell your 
car and take public transit. Make 
use of that U-Pass you are paying 
for! Carpooling is also a fine way 
to reduce travel costs. Go green, 
and you’ll find it keeps more green 
in your wallet.
Finally, there’s the heating 
expenses for your home. As 
easy as it is to just crank up that 
thermostat and walk around 
in shorts for the rest of the day, 
listen to your common sense. It’s 
screaming, “Noooo!” Leave the 
temperature at a reasonable level 
and throw on a sweater if you get 
cold.
These are just a few things to 
consider. Think before you buy. 
Your bank account will thank you, 
even if just a little bit.
It takes money to make money Making the cut: cost saving measures 
for the financially-conscious student
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By Natalie Serafini
Bad haircuts are a part of life, right? Everyone has to suffer through the occasional 
mullet-equivalent on their way to a 
good hairstyle. By gaining insight 
about your hair and a sense of what 
works for you, the potential for 
a bad cut can be reduced. I don’t 
intend to get a drastic cut anytime 
soon (I’m still growing out my last 
one), but as one who has taken 
many a risk in the salon, I feel 
I’m in a position to advise those 
approaching the chopping block.
The main factors you must 
consider before deciding on a cut 
are your limitations. This means 
taking a good hard look in the 
mirror to evaluate your face shape 
and hair texture. These features will 
influence what kind of layering and 
length will be flattering on you. For 
example, people with super-curly 
hair may want to avoid super-short 
lengths because of the potential for 
poodle comparisons. Not ideal. 
Similarly, those with rounder 
faces will want to stay away 
from harsh lines. I would suggest 
consulting with a hairdresser, but 
there are alternatives to testing 
the waters if you’re uncertain 
about a look. Consider celebrities 
whose hair texture or face shape 
is similar to yours; these people 
make money off their looks, so 
they probably pay handsomely 
to get the most attractive style 
for their features. A great way to 
accomplish this is by browsing 
websites designed for people to 
experiment with hairstyles. Just 
upload a photo of yourself and 
you can see a celebrity’s hairstyle 
on your very own face. It’s how I 
decided I would definitely make a 
bad blonde! Try it for yourself using 
the Hollywood Makeover at instyle.
com.
It’s also important to take your 
lifestyle into account. For example, 
if you tend to pull your hair back 
a lot, you may be better suited for 
short hair. If you don’t want to get 
your hair cut every couple of weeks 
for maintenance, long hair might 
be more your style. Be honest with 
yourself about how comfortable 
you are with any length; some 
people need the longer hair to feel 
secure, while others need it hacked 
off to have less fuss. In sum, think 
about how you treat your hair now, 
and what style fits your lifestyle.
Finally, if you’re having trouble 
taking the first snip, consider 
donating your shorn hair to a 
charity that makes wigs for people 
undergoing chemotherapy. It 
commits you to being generous 
even if you have less than generous 
locks because of it. And if you do 
end up with a hateful haircut, think 
positive. So what! You hacked off 
your hair. You’ll appreciate it even 
more once it grows out. 
Optimism and open-
mindedness are imperative to 
getting a good haircut. With all 
the strategies that I’ve offered, I 
have to say I’m a strong believer in 
suffering through the bad cuts to 
get to the good. You have to be kind 
of like an amoeba, moving forward 
through trial and error. 
What’s more? People might 
actually have mad respect for you 
for taking a risk. 
Be honest with yourself about how comfortable you are with any 
length; some people need the longer hair to feel secure, while 
others need it hacked off to have less fuss.”
Locks longing for 
change: 
how to choose 
a good hair cut
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By Laurel Borrowman, 
Life & Style Editor
I have way too much stuff. You 
probably do too. Stuck in Purge-atory 
is a weekly chronicle of the quest by 
my roommate Emily and I to get rid 
of extraneous excess in our lives by 
giving away or throwing out one thing 
everyday until the end of time.
Whether or not you noticed that I didn’t write a Purge-atory article for 
last week, I’m going to tell you 
why I didn’t. It’s because I didn’t 
get rid of anything between when 
we last published and when school 
recommenced, and it’s also because 
I did nothing but gain stuff over 
the holidays. Chocolate, soaps, a 
toilet seat cover, a food processor, 
an immersion blender, a five-pound 
bag of carrots, and, oh—sleep!—just 
to name a few. Christmas is pretty 
low-key for my family and friends, 
but I still felt it was excessive in 
some ways; last week I didn’t have 
what it took to start a new year 
of continuing the chronicle of my 
quest to get rid of stuff. 
I made up for it, I assure you. 
This week, I did what any guilt-
ridden, holiday-riddled, resolution-
pursuing procrastinator would do 
and compensated impulsively. I 
did the binge-purge. I crammed the 
previous month of not getting rid of 
one thing everyday into one day.
This Wednesday I dropped 
40 pounds. 40 pounds of stuff. I 
weighed it. It weighed 40 pounds, 
and 40 pounds equalled 99 things. 
How poetic.
It was pretty extreme. So why 
that much?
Here’s what happened. For 
Christmas, all Emily wanted (you 
remember, my roommate/best 
friend), was for her room to feel 
liveable. Liveable meant spackling 
the 60-plus holes in her walls left by 
the whoknowshowmany previous 
inhabitants of this apartment. It 
also meant painting her bedroom. 
It also meant prep, and labour, and 
help. So, for Christmas I promised 
I’d help her make her room more 
liveable. On the topic of room 
revamping, we got talking about 
our dressers or excess or something, 
as we do.
“I was just thinking this 
morning how I have two dressers 
full of clothes and stuff. I don’t need 
that much stuff. I should pretend 
one of those dressers doesn’t exist, 
and make it so that I only have as 
much stuff that can fit into one,” 
says I.
“I don’t even like my dresser. 
I’ve been thinking that I want to 
paint it again, or get rid of it, or…” 
says Em.
“Do you like those dressers I 
have?” She’s particular about her 
stuff. I’m driven more by cheapness, 
necessity, and convenience, which is 
how I came into my two dressers in 
the first place. 
“Uh, YUP. I like them a lot!” 
And the commitment was 
made. I would get rid of one dresser 
full of clothing. 
This week, I got rid of close to 
half my clothing. 
A daunting task indeed, so I 
needed some kind of rules to guide 
me. The criteria were relatively 
simple. If I hadn’t worn or looked 
at it for months, I chucked it (if you 
can’t see it, it doesn’t exist). If it was 
juvenile, I chucked it (time to dress 
my age and ditch the Thrasher 
T-shirts). If it was stained, I chucked 
it (as many times I say I’m going to 
Tide-stick the heck out of it, I don’t). 
If it was ripped beyond reasonable 
repair, I chucked it (I’m never going 
to pay somebody to patch my 
favourite jeans, and if I do it, they’re 
just going to rip again). 
I was ruthless. It was difficult. 
But knowing that I had to fit 
everything into either the one 
dresser or my tiny closet, and also 
that Em actually needed the dresser 
soon, it had to be done. 
I also had a tight schedule 
to work within because fully 
completing this binge-purge meant 
getting all the stuff out of the 
apartment to a proper donation 
spot, which meant I had to use the 
car that was at my disposal that I 
had to return that night. 
My friend and owner of said car 
was set to land back in Vancouver 
that night at 9 p.m., meaning I had 
to meet him at about 9:30 p.m. 
which meant I had to get moving. 
There was the backup plan of using 
a pick-up donation service, like 
calling Big Brothers/Sisters, which 
is a stellar plan. Unfortunately, 
history has proven that I’m the 
asshole who calls and promptly 
forgets to put the bags out on the 
day of pickup. It just doesn’t work 
for me.
The only time I made to binge-
purge was the day he returned, so I 
had basically from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
to sort through everything, bag it 
up, and find one of those street-side 
donation bins to put everything in. 
At 9:13 p.m., I was grinning and 
giggling like an idiot, shoving three 
full garbage bags of decent stuff 
into the Clothing Bank bin and the 
Disabilities Association bin down at 
1st and Fir. A purge success.
Here’s the list of what went 
and what moved laterally (Emily 
took a few things, as did the dress-
up trunk). Even though Em didn’t 
purge anything, I’m confident I 
both made up for last week and her 
at the same time.
Pants and shorts, bottoms: 
14 purged, 1 lateral
Shoes: 2
Hairdryer: 1
Hair-straightener 
(thanks for the new one, Mom): 1
Accessories, scarves, 
toques, etc.: 5
Umbrella: 1
Linens: 5
Underthings: 12
Dresses: 6
Coats: 3
Toilet seat cover (Darren, 
I love you, but somebody 
else needs that more than me): 1
Shirts: 48 purged, 2 lateral
Grand total of things purged: 99
I still have one dresser full of good 
clothes, and I got rid of 48 shirts. 
48 SHIRTS! What the crap. So, 
including Purge-atory 2011, here’s 
total so far:
Days in Purge-atory: 58
Collective weekly target: 14
Items collectively purged 
this week:  102 
Items that didn’t actually 
leave the apartment: 3
Total items purged this 
week: 99
Total items purged to date: 193
This week in Purge-atory 
makes me happy for a number of 
reasons. Number one, why does 
anyone need that many things!? 
Number two, think about all of the 
people who could use that stuff and 
appreciate it way more than me. 
Number three, Purge-atory 2012 
has been kicked into high gear. And 
finally, I’ve got a mediocre parody 
to an awesome song that I can sing 
without reservation.
If you’re having purge 
problems I feel bad for you son. I 
got 99 problems, but my clothes 
ain’t one.
Stuck in Purge-atory: 
I got 99 problems, but my clothes ain’t one
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By Stephanie Trembath 
I’m dying to catch fitness fever, or maybe just the flu. After spending the last two weeks 
bingeing on sugar cookies, stuffing, 
and red wine, I know my body 
needs a boost and my brain needs 
to return from the brief hiatus its 
enjoyed from studying and essay 
writing. The beginning of each year 
traditionally brings about New 
Year’s resolutions, which I have 
avoided for the last three years 
since I never adhere to them. I 
typically choose the same three in 
desperate hopes of keeping one for 
the entire year. 
1. Be nicer to Aly, (my sister 
who is so much like me it’s nearly 
impossible to maintain a civil 
conversation).
2. Establish a rigo rous fitness 
schedule (get “ripped” as I like to 
say).
3. Save money (instead of 
wasting my hard-earned funds on 
clothes and coffee). 
This year, rather than setting a 
ridiculous goal for myself to begin 
on January 1, I decided to devise a 
plan to help me bring back the burn 
and get back on track. 
Regardless of the time of year, it 
is important to know exactly what 
you are trying to achieve, which 
is why fitness experts recommend 
SMART goal setting to ensure 
success. 
SMART stands for: Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, 
and Timely. This acronym is 
typically used for goals pertaining 
to health and wellness, but it can 
be applied to any type of resolution 
you wish to make and keep. 
When developing your goal 
you should make sure it is specific 
so you fully understand why and 
what you are trying to achieve. 
Next, make sure it is measurable 
and keeps you motivated. 
Attainable and realistic are equally 
important attributes, as the goal 
needs to be something you are 
able to accomplish given your 
circumstances. Finally, your goal 
will need to be timely—meaning 
you should have some sort of start 
and end date to your resolution. 
Despite my disdain for New 
Year’s resolutions, I do believe 
in setting goals to track my 
accomplishments and what I set out 
to do. Since my goal is to get back 
in shape and re-train my brain for 
a final semester, I selected a few 
simple, yet effective resolutions to 
ease me into the New Year. A few 
helpful tools I hope to employ this 
semester include less studying and 
more sleep. Yes, you heard me right. 
I want to study less and sleep 
more. My mantra last semester 
was to stay up until every essay 
was edited twice over and ready 
to hand in, and until every page 
of notes I copied were thoroughly 
reviewed. However, pulling four 
all-nighters in 10 days during the 
last two weeks of fall semester 
left me exhausted, sick, broke (as 
a result of skipping work), and I 
didn’t do nearly as well as I wanted 
to on all my final term papers. This 
spring semester, my goal is to get 
enough sleep, regardless of where 
my schoolwork is at. My mom 
always says it’s not the end of the 
world, and if I don’t place a period 
after every sentence or memorize 
the final page of notes, I doubt 
my mark will be as dramatically 
affected the same way my health 
was last semester. 
After I spend each morning 
catching up on extra sleep, I have 
resolved to make a hearty breakfast 
that will keep me full and energized 
for the day. No more cold bagels 
and Tim Horton’s. The surest way 
to make sure you stay alert and 
have optimal energy to learn is 
in a solid morning meal. Oatmeal 
for breakfast is a protein-packed 
carbohydrate that is cheap and 
quick to make, which makes it a 
great staple for students. Don’t 
purchase the mini pre-packaged 
sugary oatmeal packets; they are 
expensive and full of processed 
sugars. Raw oats are the best for 
you and you can create your own 
flavours by adding different spices 
and fruits. 
Oatmeal Florentine is good for 
filling up to skip lunch, with a cup 
of oatmeal, spinach, mozzarella 
cheese, and a sunny-side up egg 
stirred in. Yogurt Parfait is syrupy 
sweet, with a cup of oatmeal, a 
half cup of vanilla yogurt, half 
of a banana, and a bit of honey. 
Cinnamon Almond is my favourite, 
with a cup of oatmeal, pinch of 
cinnamon, almond milk, and a 
couple of handfuls of nuts and 
mixed berries. I tried out—and 
perfected—these three recipes over 
the holiday and each takes about 
five minutes to prepare while the 
water boils. They are much tastier 
than toast and more filling than 
cereal. 
Finally, the last resolution I will 
ease into my schedule is to set time 
aside and commit to my goals. A 
drastic mistake most individuals 
make in goal-setting this time of 
year is creating resolutions that 
are unattainable and unreasonable 
to maintain throughout the 
semester. It is impossible to say 
I will exercise every day during 
midterm and exam periods, and it 
is impossible to commit to eating 
only healthy, nutrient-packed 
foods when my budget is stretched 
past its limits and pasta is all I can 
afford. Similarly, it is ridiculous to 
say I will not consume any more 
sugary goods or wine when I have 
a cupboard full of leftover treats 
Santa left me this year. 
So, my final resolution is to set 
time aside three or four days a week 
and commit to a half hour workout, 
whether it is running, swimming, 
or even stretching. I am not alone in 
the amount of time I waste texting, 
Facebooking, or tweeting—so 
using even some of that time for 
exercise is reasonable. According 
to the British Journal of Medicine, all 
that it takes is 20 minutes of light 
exercise to lessen your risk of heart 
disease by 40 per cent. Whatever 
you choose for your New Year’s 
resolutions, make sure your goal 
setting is SMART for success! 
Good luck! 
“When developing your goal you should make sure it is specific so 
you fully understand why and what you are trying to achieve.”
Fitness fever: how to ease back into the burn 
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By Stephanie Trembath
Winter break usually consists of two parts: rushing around preparing 
for the holiday prior to December 25, 
and rushing around trying to cram 
as many festivities and events into 
the last week of December—which 
is why so many people need to take 
a few days off for a holiday after the 
holidays. 
Personally, after school fees, 
textbooks, and Christmas presents, 
I’m usually left in a financial 
wasteland until mid-May, which 
often makes vacationing a bit 
difficult. However, after a bit of 
resourceful planning and research, 
I treated myself to a short winter 
break vacay that was both affordable 
and entertaining. Since I didn’t have 
time to travel far, I chose to visit 
Seattle—it’s just across the border 
and easy to get to. 
Transportation
I recommend taking a Greyhound 
bus to Seattle rather than driving 
because it is cheaper (considering 
gas prices), and you don’t have to 
worry about your vehicle. On the 
Greyhound, a round trip to Seattle 
costs $43 plus tax, and is just over 
four hours each way travel time. 
Unlike our buses here in 
Vancouver, Seattle Metro Transit 
is free downtown during the day 
and is easy to navigate. Also, many 
hotels in downtown Seattle offer 
daytime shuttle buses with various 
pickup and drop-off locations 
throughout the city free of charge. 
During my stay in Seattle, I was 
as bus savvy as I am in Vancouver—
meaning I missed every bus by three 
minutes and wound up walking 
pretty much everywhere in a pair 
of high-heeled shoes. This usually 
annoys me, but since I didn’t have a 
schedule to follow and didn’t know 
the area well, it was one of the best 
ways to get acquainted with a new 
city. 
After missing the bus on the 
second night in town, instead of 
busing down Fremont Street to 
get to our location, we walked for 
two hours and discovered various 
boutiques, restaurants, parks, and 
shops along the way. Now, my feet 
probably wouldn’t have made the 
voyage without the help of a few 
glasses of wine and a plate of funeral 
fries (fries covered in mozzarella 
cheese sauce and mini mushrooms), 
so I recommend starting your 
journey with your beverage of 
choice if you plan on taking the heel-
toe express while you’re away. Or 
just be on time for the bus.
Accommodation
I recommend the University Inn 
to any student visiting Seattle. A 
room with two double beds, free 
Wi-Fi, microwave, and mini fridge 
(you have to call ahead and request 
the fridge) only costs $84. Split 
between four people, and with the 
free breakfast (plus, if you try what 
I always do and load up your purse 
with fresh fruit and bagels to eat for 
lunch), this hotel was inexpensive. 
Attractions
Before I went to Seattle, I wanted to 
plan a few activities and places to 
see, and the Internet led me to the 
typical tourist traps everyone sees: 
the outlet malls, the Space Needle, 
the Seattle Zoo, and Pike Place 
Market—which is where the very 
first Starbucks is located. Usually I 
would jump at the chance to visit 
a Starbucks, but since our hotel 
offered free breakfast until 11 a.m. 
and served fresh Starbucks coffee 
for free ALL DAY, I had no need to 
spend money on hot beverages. 
University District
Rather than frequent the regular 
tourist locations, I recommend 
visiting the University of 
Washington, which is a short walk 
from the University Inn. University 
Way in Seattle is comparable to 
Vancouver’s Granville Street area, 
only there are more parks and 
residential areas as the University is 
close by. This area of Seattle caters to 
students, with tons of places to shop, 
cheap places to eat, and bars that 
line the boulevard. 
A student’s guide to 
touring Seattle
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Buffalo Exchange
One of University Way’s hot spots 
is Buffalo Exchange: a vintage 
thrift store where you can get cash 
for your clothes and find designer 
items that range in prices. Located 
on the centre of the strip, Buffalo 
Exchange is one of the many thrifty 
clothing stores in the University 
district where students shop for 
unique apparel. 
Portage Bay Cafe
Another Seattle must-do in the 
University district is breakfast at 
Portage Bay Cafe, which promotes 
local, organic, and sustainable food 
sourced from farms and producers. 
Inside the café are pictures and 
menus about the food suppliers, 
which are all within a few miles 
of the café. The company’s motto 
is “Eat like you give a damn,” and 
the café is one of the most popular 
breakfast and brunch spots in the 
city. During the three days I was 
in Seattle it was packed every time 
I walked by—which was often, as 
it is located beside the University 
Inn—but the waiting time was 
less than 20 minutes, and there 
is a coffee bar where individuals 
can fill up a mug to sip on while 
they wait. The pricing was decent 
considering the amount of food 
and preparation; for example, a full 
toppings bar including a selection 
of syrups, whipped cream, nuts, 
fresh fruit, and berries is served 
with any order of pancakes and 
French toast. 
Capitol Hill
Capitol Hill is another trendy area 
with interesting places to shop and 
eat. Hot spots in this area include 
Unicorn, a bar with an eclectic 
feel (reminiscent of Vancouver’s 
Eatery), great tunes, and drink 
specials every night. Located off 
of East Pike Street, the Unicorn is 
one of many pubs frequented by 
20-somethings who want to have a 
good time. 
Also on East Pike Street, Big 
Mario’s is a much smaller pub that 
serves New York-style pizza—
possibly the best tasting pizza I 
have ever had. For $4.11, one piece 
is bigger than the paper plates they 
stack the slices on, with fresher 
and far tastier creations than Mega 
Bite. Artichoke and roasted red 
pepper, and feta cheese crumbled 
over Italian sausage were the best 
flavours on the menu. 
Volunteer Park
After walking around the popular 
shopping districts and the 
University, which is scattered with 
large fraternity houses that look 
like small museums, I recommend 
visiting Volunteer Park, which is 
located in the heart of Seattle and 
is just a bus ride away from Capitol 
Hill. 
Although the park was 
established in 1876, the city just 
declared Volunteer Park a Seattle 
Landmark on November 2, 2011. 
A large flower conservatory, the 
Seattle Asian Art Museum, and 
the park’s water tower are all free 
to both residents and tourists. 
Volunteer Park was not quite as 
nice as Stanley Park, but it was 
much less busy and, therefore, more 
relaxing. This was probably my 
favourite excursion of the trip, as 
the water tower offers a spectacular 
view of the city—possibly better 
than the view from the Space 
Needle.
If you need a weekend getaway, 
grab three friends and your piggy 
bank and Greyhound down to 
Seattle. Avoid all the tourist traps; 
anything on a “City’s top 10 list” is 
usually pretty lame and expensive. 
Vancouver area must-sees include 
the Capilano Suspension Bridge 
and Whistler Blackcomb; two 
things I cannot afford and would 
not recommend to travelling 
friends. My advice? Research your 
destination before you leave so 
you have a better idea of the area, 
and walk around. Most of the 
restaurants, boutiques, cafés, and 
parks we discovered were thanks to 
my mishaps with bus schedules! 
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By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer
While I was riding home on the SkyTrain the other day, I heard a quite 
audible clicking noise of sorts. At 
first, I thought nothing of it, passing 
it off as maybe a child tapping 
on the window or something 
similar. However, when the sound 
persisted, my curiosity (and rising 
ire) forced me to investigate the 
source of the petulant noise. As it 
turns out, it was a young woman 
seated across from me—she was 
clipping her fingernails.
Um, ew? Thoroughly repulsed, 
it was all I could do to say, “that’s 
kind of disgusting, isn’t it!?” The 
response to my exclamation? A 
quizzical, yet taken-aback look—
which was then followed by a 
resumption of the process. Far too 
exhausted to deal with the obvious 
communication barrier, I settled for 
shooting dark scowls at the object 
of my anger for the remainder of 
my trip.
Sad to say, while this was the 
first time I had encountered such a 
practice on a SkyTrain, it is by no 
means an isolated event. Friends 
of mine have observed public nail 
clipping in libraries. Libraries. One 
would think any who occupy such 
a great repository of knowledge 
would be able to maintain a higher 
degree of decorum. Newspaper 
clippings only please.
Did I miss the boat here or 
something? Since when did it 
become acceptable to carry out 
(previously) private ablutions in 
public? Is this the new planking? 
The new owling? I sincerely hope 
not, since the progression of fads 
down this route could lead to some 
very unsightly scenarios. But I 
digress. In a society that has been 
steadily desensitized to pretty much 
everything, perhaps this is just the 
next step. As soon as this is deemed 
socially acceptable, the toenails 
will make an appearance. Followed 
by shaving, brushing teeth, and 
general grooming. Like dogs, it 
seems that some are intent on 
making the world their washroom.
Outward appearances aside, in 
taking care of their own hygiene, 
public nail clippers can stand to 
harm everyone else’s health. Nails 
are a great carrier of filth. When 
they are cut, they often form a sharp 
jagged shape. Should a clipping 
find its way onto a chair, and an 
unsuspecting person sits on that 
clipping, he will receive not only a 
sudden jab, but a possible instance 
of infection as well. 
Public nail clipping is vile, 
inconsiderate, and a possible health 
risk. A definite no-no in my books.
By Natalie Serafini
It pains me to admit this, but I am not a good driver. Granted, I’m still learning, 
so it’s understandable if I’m not 
quite up to speed. I have yet to 
figure out how to turn, drive 
straight, or even stop. Despite my 
lack of proficiency, I’m offended 
when others suggest that I don’t 
know what I’m doing. My mom 
once freaked out because I mistook 
the gas for the brake, and I’ve 
refused to drive with her ever since. 
Well, she hasn’t exactly suggested 
that we go driving together, but if 
she did, I would refuse. Then there’s 
that offensive little yellow sign 
intended to create a safety bubble 
around cars that purport to contain 
babies.
Apart from inspiring a song for 
an episode of The Simpsons, there is 
no point to Baby-On-Board signs. 
In fact, they only serve to irritate 
me. These signs imply that I am 
either an incompetent driver, or 
that I choose to drive recklessly. 
Don’t get me wrong, I don’t want 
any innocent people, infant or 
otherwise, injured—especially 
because of me. I love chubby little 
babies as much as the next person, 
but I do my best to drive as well as 
I can, regardless of those glaring 
yellow signs. 
I’m already trying to avoid 
hitting you and your car, whether 
it contains a baby or not. What is 
this assumption that I would drive 
recklessly if not for the knowledge 
that there is a baby present? Yeah, 
I was going to plow into your car, 
drive you off the road, or perhaps 
just tailgate. Too bad you have a 
baby on board! Now I’ll have to 
find a car full of people not newly 
birthed to terrorize. 
And sometimes I wonder if 
there really is a baby on board. I 
certainly can’t see or hear the baby, 
so for all I know, it could be false 
advertising! I don’t imagine the 
sign comes down every time the 
baby is removed, and it’s doubtful 
that the car contains some form of 
perma-baby. 
Worst of all, in my experience, 
the people toting these signs are 
often the ones driving the most 
recklessly. Everyone else is busy 
looking out for the baby, so it’s 
perfectly fine to zip along, weaving 
through traffic, safe in an imaginary 
protective baby-bubble. If you’re 
going to caution those around you 
to be mindful of the baby in your 
car, have the courtesy to do the 
same.
I lack proficiency, but that 
doesn’t mean I’m incompetent. I 
may not be a good driver yet, but 
how dare you assume I’m a bad 
one.
Baffled by the imaginary baby-bubble
Illogical Baby-On-Board signs
Cut it out clippers
Why public nail clipping gets the thumbs-down
“Yeah, I was going to plow into your car, drive you off the road, or 
perhaps just tailgate. Too bad you have a baby on board! Now I’ll 
have to find a car full of people not newly birthed to terrorize.”
“Like dogs, it seems that some are intent on making the world their 
washroom.”
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By Jacey Gibb, Opinions Editor
Just when I thought Christmas was done for the year, the Douglas College bookstore 
handed me a belated Xmas present. 
It was something only money could 
buy: a receipt for $460.95.
I know what you’re thinking: 
come on Jacey, it’s the thought 
that counts. But when the thought 
behind the gift is “I’m going to take 
this student’s bank account out 
back and then have my way with 
it,” I’m left feeling a bit perturbed.
Anyone that’s taken a post-
secondary course knows that a 
required text is the equivalent 
of asteroid insurance: sure, it 
might sound like an okay idea, 
but outside of nutjobs, who really 
needs it? Especially when it comes 
with such a hefty price tag. This 
isn’t my first semester at Douglas, 
so I know to play it cool and not 
rush out on the first day to buy up 
everything listed on my courses’ 
syllabuses. For one, the line up is 
usually equivalent to something 
you’d see at Disneyland. But also, 
the books often end up being 
nothing more than filler on my 
rag-tag bookshelf. Some people 
might think I look intellectual with 
a Geography of British Columbia 
textbook, but the facade is hardly 
worth the financial setback.
The real problem occurs when 
the textbook is actually required. 
I don’t mean that in order to 
get an A+, you need to do all of 
the readings, but rather when 
professors assign homework out 
of the book and take the majority 
of the exam questions out of the 
chapter summaries. At this point, 
I’m forced to slam my head against 
the nearest weight-bearing column 
while the cashier rings up a bill 
that’s approaching my month’s 
rent. The  receipt I mentioned 
above doesn’t even include the 
“required” textbooks that I’m 
choosing to ignore, in favour of 
being able to buy groceries for the 
next couple of weeks.
An arguable upside to the 
textbook game is being able to get 
rid of them when you’re done. The 
bookstore sometimes buys them 
back (for a fraction of the original 
price, I might add) but more than 
a few times, I’ve joyfully trotted 
down with a pile of books, only 
to be informed that the edition 
will no longer be relevant to the 
course next month. Because the 
pre-Confederation history of 
Canada changes dramatically over a 
semester’s time, no doubt.
You can also bypass the 
bookstore bigots and try to pawn 
your textbooks off on the next 
sucker of a student. The problem 
with this is it turns normal, decent 
people into cash-hungry fiends, 
looking for whoever is willing to 
pay the most for their scholarly 
leftovers. I had a girl agree to sell 
me her textbook for $50, but then 
informed me half an hour later that 
someone was willing to pay $55. 
She asked if I was willing to pay 
$60, to which I inquired if she was 
at least going to take me out for 
dinner before she tried to screw me. 
I ended up just paying the $70 at 
the bookstore, and the girl went on 
to become a homeless crackhead—
or so I like to believe.
The start of the semester is 
meant to be an exciting time to 
meet new people, soak up some 
fresh schooling, and find creative 
new ways to procrastinate. I’m sick 
of playing this stupid game where 
no matter who wins, my bank 
account loses.
The importance of credit reports for 
college students
The tyranny of textbooks
“Some people might think I look intellectual with a Geography 
of British Columbia textbook, but the facade is hardly worth the 
financial setback.”
By Naomi Ambrose
Do you know about the importance of doing a credit report? I won’t 
be surprised if you answer “not 
really.” Maybe that’s your answer 
because you don’t care or maybe 
you said to yourself: “I’ll think 
about that when I get older.” Or 
maybe you said “that’s the kind 
of stuff my parents should have to 
deal with.” However, my fellow 
students, your personal credit is 
more important to you than you 
think.
A credit report is important 
because it shows you your credit 
history. This history includes all 
of your credit accounts and loans 
with retail stores, banks, finance 
companies, and credit unions, and 
shows your balances, credit limits, 
late payments, and even your on-
time payments. When you know 
this information, you’re able to 
monitor your account to ensure 
that the details are accurate, as 
information stays on your credit for 
up to six years in British Columbia.
Your credit report may also 
determine whether or not you get 
your dream apartment. According 
to the Credit Counselling Society, 
“Lenders can use credit reports 
to verify information about you, 
your borrowing activity and your 
repayment history.” So landlords 
can enquire into your credit report, 
but only with your consent. Flash 
forward to two years after you’ve 
graduated and you’re eager to rent 
a beautiful apartment in Yaletown. 
Your prospective landlord tells 
you that he’ll need a copy of your 
credit report. You happily give 
your consent because you assume 
there’s nothing to worry about. 
However, the landlord checks 
your report and sees that you have 
overdue credit card balances—
information that you forgot about 
or didn’t even know because you 
never checked your report. So 
thanks to this revelation, you can 
kiss your Yaletown apartment 
goodbye. Perhaps if you invested 
in obtaining your credit report a 
few years earlier and addressed 
the overdue credit card balances, 
then you could’ve enjoyed 
eating Timbits while overlooking 
downtown Vancouver. Too bad!
You could’ve also gotten your 
dream job if you had enquired 
about your credit report while you 
were at college. Did you know 
that prospective employers can 
also look into your credit report? 
So you graduated at the top of 
your class and got an interview to 
become a junior financial advisor 
at a reputable firm. You ace the 
interview, but your prospective 
employer tells you that they’ll 
need a copy of your credit report 
before he can make a decision. He 
checks your report and discovers 
that you’re 150 days late on your 
credit card payments. Do you think 
that you’ll still get the job? I doubt 
it. The employer will probably 
think “I can’t hire you. If you 
can’t manage your own personal 
financial obligations, then how can 
you possibly advise our clients on 
theirs?” But if you checked your 
credit report a few years earlier, 
you could have been spinning 
around in your swivel chair at that 
firm.
If you’re interested in obtaining 
a credit report, you can contact 
Equifax and TransUnion which 
are the two main credit bureau 
companies in Canada. They can 
send you a copy of your report 
once a year for free. The companies’ 
contact information are as follows: 
Equifax Canada, Consumer 
relations: 1-877-323-2598, www.
equifax.ca and TransUnion, 
Consumer relations: 1-866-525-
0262, www.tuc.ca
So don’t forget to get a copy 
of your credit report today—your 
personal and professional future 
may depend on it!
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By Gurneev Panesar
It was the first day of winter semester, and boy was I pumped about going back to school and 
learning some new stuff! I woke up 
at 6 a.m. on the first day to catch my 
bus. By now, my December U-Pass 
was a thing of the past, and so I had 
to buy a ticket for maybe the second 
time in my life. As we got to Scott 
Road Station, I looked at the back of 
my ticket and saw that it said three 
zones, so I assumed it was okay for 
me to continue onwards. I hopped 
onto the SkyTrain and waited to 
get off at New Westminster—that’s 
when I saw the police.
My heart wasn’t exactly 
pounding—I hadn’t done anything 
wrong, since my ticket had that 
assuring three under the zones 
section. However, the police 
informed me otherwise. Confused 
and baffled as all hell, I watched as 
the police officer wrote me a ticket 
for $173 because I had failed to pay 
an extra $1—yet on the back of my 
ticket, the number of zones read 
three! I tried my best to explain 
the situation to the officer but he 
wouldn’t hear it. I found it awfully 
harsh, since I was a student and 
we were only down the street from 
the college. Even the fact that I had 
all of my previous U-Passes on me 
wasn’t proof enough to him that I 
really didn’t have a secret agenda.
What puzzled me the most is 
why my ticket read valid for three 
zones. All I see at a machine is 
a map divided in three different 
colours saying zone one, two, 
and three. Do the math with me 
guys: if you’re going from green 
to red, that’s two zones right? 
Well apparently not! What I fail to 
understand is why they don’t just 
put up a big bold sign that reads: 
“if you’re crossing the bridge, this is 
the amount you must pay.”
An average student budget 
wouldn’t be able to afford the ticket 
I was handed. The transit system 
needs to work on the specificity 
of their maps and zone fares. 
English is my first language, so I 
can only imagine what foreigners 
or immigrants who aren’t familiar 
with English have to go through 
when trying to figure out the silly 
system. I’m sure that by now most 
students are used to travelling via 
U-Pass, but when the occasion 
arises that we do need to purchase 
tickets, we need to be prepared.
Pissed off about passes 
TransLink’s fare system is a travesty
Politician plays the part, while avoiding actual action
Jagrup Brar’s time on welfare is nothing more than a publicity stunt
By Jacey Gibb, Opinions Editor
Along with the new year comes a fresh batch of laughable political ploys 
being launched for the public 
to eat up like spinach dip at a 
dinner party. Late last year, it was 
announced that Surrey MLA Jagrup 
Brar would be embarking on a 
month-long stunt of living off of 
$610 for the entire month—which is 
the same amount that BC residents 
on welfare must live off of.
You’re telling me that it’s 
difficult to live off of $610 a month 
in the Lower Mainland? No shit. 
Next thing you know, they’ll be 
informing the public that eating 
poutine everyday will make you 
fat. Since I’m a student living off 
of student loans, I’m not the most 
qualified person to comment on the 
state of liveability. But I’ve listened 
to enough of my friends’ stories to 
know something is seriously wrong 
in this city.
Take my roommate for 
example. He was lucky enough 
to find a full-time restaurant 
kitchen job for a respectable $13 
per hour. He works evenings, five 
nights a week and does a bit of 
standardized patient work for UBC 
on the side. His cheques average a 
bit north of $700 every two weeks, 
working out to $1400 a month. A 
decent amount to live off of right? 
Well, let’s take off the $610 a month 
we each pay for rent in our two-
bedroom apartment. Next is his 
monthly bus pass, something a 
person needs if they plan on being 
a productive member of society. So 
that’s another $81 automatically 
spoken for. Then there’s his 
cellphone bill, which thanks to the 
smart phone his parents got him 
for Christmas, is over the $60 mark. 
Already more than half of his full-
time wage is a write off, with about 
44 per cent going solely towards 
rent. So yeah, living’s expensive.
You could say that Jagrup 
accepting the Welfare Challenge—
which was proposed by the 
organization Raise the Rates—is 
a noble action, drawing attention 
to the welfare system’s current 
shortcomings. But the people being 
affected the most by poor economic 
conditions are already aware of 
what life is like relying on the 
system! Plus, Jagrup’s venture only 
lasts until the end of January. Not 
sure about you, but I’ve had colds 
that lasted longer than that. After the 
31 days are up, he’ll be returning to 
his normal routine—whereas people 
who are actually living on welfare 
don’t have the option to return to a 
life as a civil servant. Kind of a dick 
move, putting yourself in someone 
else’s shoes, publicly admitting 
how difficult they have it, and then 
going back to your own life, one 
where food and shelter aren’t a daily 
concern.
All I see when I look at the 
whole Welfare Challenge is likely 
what Jagrup does too: a photo-op 
goldmine. A crucial device in a 
politician’s utility belt is appearing 
like an everyday Joe, one who’s 
relatable to you and I. Instead of 
spending time garnering public 
support, maybe politicians should 
focus on doing their job and making 
changes to the clearly flawed 
system.
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Athlete of the Week
Black Monday
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor
This week’s edition of Athlete of the Week features the delightful Ainsleigh Mensah of the women’s basketball team here at Douglas. 
How long have you been playing basketball here 
at Douglas?
Ainsleigh Mensah: This is my second year.
How long have you been playing basketball 
altogether?
AM: Since grade eight.
What are your future goals with basketball?
AM: I think just staying the full five years, so 
another three years... I want to get two diplomas 
here at Douglas.
What are you going to do after Douglas?
AM: I want to do RCMP, so if I get in by then, if not 
I’ll just keep going with school.
Do you have any basketball idols that you look up 
to?
AM: Probably Dwyane Wade and Dwight Howard. 
Those are my two favourites. 
Do you have any favourite basketball teams?
AM: Actually I don’t have a favourite team, but I 
would probably go with Miami [Heat].
What are your team’s goals this year?
AM: Our goal—because we’re a new team—is to 
do better in the second half. Our first game is next 
weekend, the 14th. So, just to improve, because we 
have a lot of new faces. 
By David Hollinshead, Staff Writer
The Monday after the final regular season NFL game, teams do their housecleaning for the coaching staff in an annual ritual 
that has come to be known as “Black Monday.” 
Many coaches get jobs because of Black Friday, 
while other coaches lose them. Some of these 
cuts are deserved, and others just weren’t 
given enough time to turn their teams around; 
either way, it is a business and the wheels 
must always be in motion.  
The St. Louis Rams
After his three years at the helm of the 
franchise, head coach Steve Spagnuolo has 
been fired. When he first started with the 
Rams, Spagnuolo inherited a terrible team 
with no solution at quarterback, a terrible 
defence, and no offensive playmakers (save 
for running back Steven Jackson). In his first 
season coaching in St. Louis, the Rams went 
a terrible 1–15—placing last in the league 
and earning the first overall pick in the draft 
(they used their first pick on quarterback Sam 
Bradford, which solved one problem out of 
many). The team addressed several of their 
issues that off-season and greatly improved 
to a 7–9 record—just missing the playoffs in 
a watered-down division where the division 
champions, the Seattle Seahawks, shared the 
same record, but made it into the playoffs on 
a technicality. This season though, the Rams 
took a huge dive to a 2–14 record, which was 
enough for the Rams front office to finally get 
rid of Spagnuolo.
Jeff Fisher was brought in for an interview 
with the Rams as well as the Miami Dolphins. 
Fisher was the longest-tenured coach in league 
history with the Tennessee Titans, taking them 
to Super Bowl XXXIV, and losing to the St 
Louis Rams. At the end of the 2010 season, it 
was decided by both sides to move on, and 
Fisher has been without a coaching position 
since. 
The Miami Dolphins
Four weeks before “Black Monday,” Coach 
Tony Sparano got the axe. Sparano coached 
four seasons in Miami, and in his first one, led 
the team to an 11–5 record, placing first in their 
division, and securing them their first playoff 
appearance in seven years due to decent 
defensive play and a gimmicky offence. This 
was after a terrible 1–15 record that almost saw 
them as one of the worst teams in NFL history. 
His production quickly diminished after two 
7–9 seasons and was fired this season after a 
4–9 start. 
The Indianapolis Colts
Firing vice chairman Bill Polian and general 
manager Chris Polian, The Colts completely 
cleaned house. The Colts lost Hall of Fame-
bound quarterback Peyton Manning before the 
season even started (due to surgery Manning 
had on his neck to fix nerve damage) and saw 
the team spiral down to a 1–15 record, using 
three different quarterbacks who could not get 
the job done. This is the worst season that the 
Colts have had since Polian came to the team, 
when he drafted Peyton Manning. The loss 
of one player should not mean the loss of an 
entire season, which is exactly what happened 
without Manning. Rumours came about 
that the reason these people lost their jobs is 
because of a disagreement on how to use the 
first overall pick in this year’s draft. Assuming 
that one side wanted to use it on Stanford 
quarterback Andrew Luck, who is being hailed 
as this year’s “can’t miss” quarterback as 
Manning’s successor, or to use it to improve 
something else on this terrible team.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
After a very short tenure, head coach Raheem 
Morris has been fired. Many people were 
excited when the young Morris, 32, was 
brought on to coach the team. His first season 
was terrible, starting out with a 3–13 record. 
With the development of quarterback Josh 
Freeman, the next year was a huge turnaround 
for the Bucs, improving to a 10–6 record, 
but placing third in their division. They just 
missed the playoffs, but Tampa Bay was 
excited to see a Florida-based team show such 
potential. Morris’ third and final season started 
off quite well with a 4–2 start, but quickly 
evaporated—losing the next 10 games and 
seeing him lose his job. This can probably be 
explained by the immaturity of the coach, and 
players being skeptical to buy into his system. 
As a football team, when you’re winning, it’s 
easy to buy into the system—but the more you 
lose, the easier it is to be dropped and never 
picked up again. 
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CFL off-season tracker: blockbuster trades
By David Hollinshead, 
Staff Writer
Despite it still being early in the CFL off-season, with all the hype of the BC Lions’ 
miraculous Grey Cup-winning year 
slowly fading away, it has not been 
all that quiet. As coaches in the NFL 
were losing their jobs, coaches in 
the CFL were gaining their own. 
After Lions coach/general 
manager Wally Buono stepped 
aside from his coaching duties as 
the CFL’s all-time win leader, there 
was speculation on who would 
get the job to replace him. The 
obvious choice was the correct 
one, as Buono promoted defensive 
coordinator Mike Benevides as the 
Leos next boss. Last year, Benevides 
coached the second-best defence 
in the league, and had the most 
players named all-stars. Buono and 
Benevides will still obviously work 
very close together, and Benevides 
will no doubt try to imitate Buono’s 
mold for the championship winning 
team. 
Despite all their potential free 
agents, the Lions haven’t looked 
to re-signing them. Several of their 
players—including linebacker 
Solomon Elimimian, defensive 
tackle Khalif Mitchell, and tackle 
Jovan Olafioye—are also out on 
NFL tryouts. According to twitter 
and speculation, it seems as 
though Lions players are trying to 
lure Toronto Argonauts starting 
cornerback Byron Parker to not re-
sign with his team and sign with 
the Leos this year, as he is also a 
potential free agent. Lions staff 
members aren’t allowed to contact 
him due to league tampering rules, 
but there’s nothing against the rules 
for players to talk to each other. 
The Saskatchewan Roughriders, 
who were also in need of a head 
coach, signed on Corey Chamblin 
to his first head coaching job. 
Chamblin has been on the 
move these past few years, as 
he was the Hamilton Tiger-Cats 
defensive coordinator last year 
and a defensive backs coach for 
the Calgary Stampeders the year 
before.
In Toronto, Scott Milanovich 
was hired as the new head coach, 
and he and general manager 
Jim Barker made a trade with 
the Edmonton Eskimos for star 
quarterback Ricky Ray, in exchange 
for quarterback Steven Jyles, kicker 
Grant Shaw, and a 2012 first round 
draft pick. 
Ray leaves the Eskimos as the 
team’s all-time leader in passing 
yards, completions, and passing 
touchdowns. Ray led the Eskimos 
twice to Grey Cup Championships 
and was named a CFL all-star 
in 2006, and has repeatedly 
been named the Eskimos Most 
Outstanding Player. Ray has had 
his troubles with consistency 
though; more often than not, he was 
the quarterback you needed him to 
be, but on occasion his level of play 
would drop—usually costing his 
team a win. 
The minute Jyles landed in 
Edmonton, he was named the 
team’s starting quarterback. Jyles 
has never been a full-time starting 
quarterback, always getting split 
time with players like Ricky Ray 
himself, Darian Durant, and Buck 
Pierce. When Toronto signed him 
half-way through last year, it was 
his first attempt at a starting job, 
though he didn’t fare much better 
than the man that lost the job before 
him, Cleo Lemon. Jyles posted 
a 56.9% completion percentage, 
threw for seven touchdowns and 11 
interceptions while running for 429 
yards, with an 8.1 yards per carry 
average and a touchdown. Jyles 
says that he’ll try to be a more vocal 
leader than Ray was. 
The Hamilton Tiger-Cats may 
be looking for their next head coach 
still, but that didn’t stop them from 
keeping the quarterback carousel 
turning, and making another 
blockbuster trade. The Ti-Cats 
traded starting quarterback Kevin 
Glenn, offensive lineman Mark 
Dewit, and a conditional draft 
pick to the Calgary Stampeders in 
exchange for former league Most 
Outstanding Player/now backup 
quarterback Henry Burris. 
Burris now gets to start in 
Hamilton, where they need a 
quarterback who can lead them to 
a better than .500 season. Burris has 
been a star in this league since 2004, 
when he had a breakout year with 
the Saskatchewan Roughriders, 
before being traded the next year to 
Calgary. Burris was a CFL West All-
Star twice and a league wide all-star 
once, when he won the league’s 
Most Outstanding Player award. 
He led the Calgary Stampeders 
to a Grey Cup Championship in 
2008, which was his statistically 
best season. He threw for over 
5,000 yards, 39 touchdowns and 
14 interceptions, while running for 
595 yards and three touchdowns. 
It was thought that Calgary would 
always be set with Burris as their 
quarterback. However, 2011 saw 
Burris’ play drop substantially 
and he was benched in games due 
to his inconsistency—leading to 
the emergence of Drew Tate.  It 
became obvious that Tate was the 
team’s future, and Burris stated 
publicly that he did not wish to be 
a backup—prompting the trade. 
As a result, Tate now has a veteran 
quarterback to learn from in Glenn, 
and less pressure as it’s probable 
that Glenn’s starting days are over.
 “According to twitter and speculation, it seems as though Lions 
players are trying to lure Toronto Argonauts starting cornerback 
Byron Parker to not re-sign with his team and sign with the Leos this 
year, as he is also a potential free agent” 
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Canucks Corner
“Thomas was nearly impossible to score on last spring—but this 
time around, the Canucks found a way.“
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor
The game was marked on the calendar since the NHL schedule was released; a 
game between two teams that 
absolutely hate each other. A 
game full of fights, goals, game 
misconducts, injuries, drama, 
and—of course—emotion. A game 
between the reigning Stanley Cup 
champs and the runners-up: the 
Canucks versus the Bruins last 
Saturday January 7. 
It was evident from the 
get-go that these two teams 
have some history. Within two 
minutes of the first period, 
the fans that filled the Bruins’ 
stadium were chanting “Luon-
go, Luongo”—who surprisingly 
didn’t get the start—with a 
mocking ‘welcome back, you’re 
not even playing in this game’ 
sort of tone. Yes, it was quite a 
way to start off a great game.
Goaltender Tim Thomas was 
featured between the Boston 
pipes. Tim Thomas. Hmm, that 
name sounds familiar... who’s that 
guy again? Oh yes! How could I 
forget? He’s the guy who single-
handedly destroyed Vancouver’s 
hopes and dreams of winning the 
Holy Grail after allowing only 
eight goals against and recording 
two shutouts in the seven game 
2011 Stanley Cup final series. 
Thomas was nearly impossible to 
score on last spring—but this time 
around, the Canucks found a way. 
Ryan Kesler opened the 
scoring with a power play 
goal when the puck perfectly 
ricocheted right to his stick—
after a Sami Salo slapper was 
blocked—to make it 1–0. 
Almost too good to be true, and 
before they knew it, the Bruins 
demonstrated exactly why 
they have a 2011 Stanley Cup 
Championship banner in their 
rafters—scoring two goals to 
answer to Vancouver’s one. 
However it was nothing 
to worry about too much as 
Cody Hodgson—who has been 
instrumental as of late—took the 
bull by the horns and set up Alex 
Burrows to tie the game at two 
goals apiece.  Henrik Sedin then 
finished off the second period on 
a high note with a goal of his own 
on a picture-perfect Sedin-edition 
slap pass from Alex Edler, who 
was manning the point on the 
power play. 
With the score 3–2 in favour 
of the Canucks after two periods, 
and an evenly matched battle 
between the two juggernaut 
teams, it was hard to say how the 
end result would turn out. 
And it went right down to the 
wire.
Hodgson put home his 10th 
goal of the season on a beautiful 
play where he skated up the 
ice and absolutely unloaded on 
Thomas with a perfect slapshot 
right under the bar. Thomas 
took a second look at Hodgson’s 
number wondering, “where the 
heck did this guy come from”? 
Just 42 seconds later, the Bruins 
answered with a David Krejci 
backhand goal to bring the score 
within one at 4–3. However the 
Canucks prevailed—despite 
numerous scoring chances 
throughout the rest of the third 
period—thanks to goaltender 
Cory Schneider, who stood on his 
head with a total of 36 saves on 39 
shots. 
With all goals aside, there was 
some drama as well. A line brawl 
ensued with a notable brouhaha 
between Canuck fourth-liner Dale 
Weise and Bruins pest Nathan 
Horton. The fight seemed to go 
on forever while shoving and 
pushing were exchanged between 
the rest of the bunch that were on 
the ice. At one point Milan Lucic 
jumped his bench just to get his 
hands on the pesky Burrows—a 
move for which the former 
Vancouver Giant was booted out 
of the game. Nice job, bud. 
Brad Marchand was the 
villain of the afternoon with 
his cheap-shot, low-blow hit 
on defensemen Salo (who left 
the game favouring his right 
shoulder). Salo was not only in 
pain but was evidently angry, 
throwing his stick at the glass in 
disgust. An unfortunate event for 
the blue-liner who has developed 
the name over the years as the 
‘man made of glass’ due to all of 
his nagging injuries... he just can’t 
seem to get a break. 
With that said, the Canucks 
begin their road trip on a buzz 
with a 4–3 win over the Bruins in 
the first and only game that they 
will face each other this season. 
It was one helluva’ game.
Suck it, Boston!
Canucks beat Bruins 4–3
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Madame
Mystique
Fauxrosco
pes
Capricorn
(12/22-1/19)
Hey, remember that rich great 
uncle you never knew about? 
Well, he’s not dead... yet. I’d 
advise using poison, for it’s 
the quickest way to get your 
inheritance money.
Aquarius 
(1/20-2/18)
Let’s see, what do the planets say 
about romance today... Ah, here 
we go! You will be married to 
Aaron Eckhart in the future. The 
bad news is that you will only be 
married for 15 minutes. But I’m 
pretty sure your divorce lawyer 
will accept this horoscope as a 
valid form of payment. After all, if 
you can’t trust someone who got 
a law degree from a website, then 
who can you trust?
Pisces
(2/19-3/20)
Anything you do today will 
go extremely well, so start a 
revolution. Believe me, if you lead 
this revolt, 2012’s going to be the 
year of change we can believe in!   
Aries
(3/21-4/19)
Today you will finally finish a 
long-term project. By having 
memorized the lyrics to “It’s The 
End of The World As We Know 
It,” you will be the envy of all 
your friends! 
Taurus
(4/20-5/20)
Today you’ll wake up, look 
around and realize you’ve passed 
out on your elderly neighbours’ 
lawn again. You will also notice a 
distinct lack of pants. Your pants 
are on the tree that overlooks your 
neighbours’ bedroom window. 
This oughta be good.
Gemini
(5/21-6/21)
You have worked very hard lately 
and for that, I’m proud of you. 
You’ve managed to stay away 
from Skyrim for two whole days. 
Cancer
(6/22-7/22)
Looking for a job? Well don’t just 
sit there, read the classified section 
of the newspaper! Also, here’s a 
tip: do not wear a clown suit to an 
interview unless you’re applying 
to be a clown. In that case, do not 
bring a chainsaw.  
Leo
(7/23-8/22)
You are a very special, smart, 
sexy person. So why are people 
avoiding you like you haven’t 
bathed in a year? Oh, that’s 
right, you’ve haven’t been near a 
bathtub during your time off. 
Virgo
(8/23-9/22)
Spend some time outdoors today! 
For God’s sake, skin should not be 
that pale!
Libra
(9/23-10/22)
You’ve been working too hard 
lately, so go ahead take some 
time off to read your horoscope. 
I promise you good advice. For 
example, don’t sled down the 
stairs of your house.
Scorpio
(10/23-11/21)
Today you will find yourself back 
in the 1920s. Well, what do you 
know? Everything was black and 
white back then!
 
Sagittarius 
(11/22-12/21)
You have more in common with 
the people around than you 
thought! They like stuff too! They 
also like to do things! 
With files from Livia Turnbull.
By Liam Britten, Humour Editor
A coalition of farmers from places far up north where children can’t go visit say 
they are tired of parents dumping 
family dogs on them who are too 
sick and tired to stay with their 
families.
They told The Other Press that 
while these misguided parents may 
have the best of intentions when 
they take a child’s beloved pet away 
to a wonderful place where they 
need to be alone with other dogs 
and fresh air, the overcrowding is 
just too much.
Farmer Pete Woodhead 
represents a farmer’s advocacy 
group called Put Rover Down 
Already.
“It’s just not fair to us,” he said. 
“You know, we’re trying to run 
businesses up north here, and then 
lo and behold, a family sedan pulls 
up with just the crying parents and 
no kids in the back. And you know 
what’s coming next—boom, out 
from the back seat pops a golden 
retriever who can’t walk good 
anymore and shits everywhere. 
Happens every gosh darned time!”
Compounding the problem, 
according to Woodhead, is the kind 
of farms that farmers up north run. 
“We’re squirrel farmers up 
north. Always have been. And I 
know these parents think it’ll be 
great for Fido to have the varmints 
to chase around all day, but it’s 
ruining my livelihood!”
Parents groups feel differently 
about the situation.
“When our dog Duke got sick, 
we knew his time with us was 
coming to end,” said Peter Adams, 
a father of two, and spokesman for 
parents’ rights group Dogs No One 
Wants Need Homes Too. “So we did 
the only humane thing. We loaded 
him into the car, drove him up north 
and dropped him off in Quesnel. I 
mean, what else can we do? What 
do these farmers want? Did they just 
expect us to take Duke to the vet, 
put him down and then lie to our 
children that we took him to a farm 
up north?”
Woodhead is not sympathetic to 
the claims of parents like Adams. He 
says dogs like Adams’ Duke should 
be sent to Doggie Heaven.
“Yeah, Doggie Heaven is the 
best animal shelter north of 100 Mile 
House,” he said. “That’s the place 
for dogs like these.”
Farms up North tired of accepting sick, old dogs
‘Yes there’s plenty of wide open space for them to run around, but no 
more!’ say farmers
By Sharon Miki
I just can’t get enough of you,
the cheesier the better, baby.
Your caloric cream’s curls a coup
I just can’t get enough of. You
with your tubular tangy goo,
shades of atomic tangerine:
I just can’t get enough of you.
The cheesier the better, baby.
Because of Kraft Dinner 
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My Prospective Perspective
I am tired of these Philistines ruining great art exhibits!
The NHL is leading the way in 
concussion reduction strategies
The League is the head of the pack when it comes to brain safety
Uhhh… who said that?
Where am I?
Violence of 
Viewpoints 
By Gary Bettman, 
NHL Commissioner 
Over the past three years, concussions and head safety have been on 
everyone’s mind in the sporting 
world.
Football, rugby, soccer, and 
even baseball have had to deal 
with this menace head-first. And 
hockey is no exception.
But that’s why the National 
Hockey League has been at the 
head of concussion reduction ever 
since the public and professional 
outcry began telling us we had 
to change. We’ve put our heads 
together and attacked the problem 
head on. No messing around. The 
problem is being solved.
When it comes to repeat 
offenders, we’ve cracked the 
necessary skulls to ensure league 
discipline. The numbskulls and 
dunderheads are heading off for 
big numbers of games with our 
new suspension policy, and thus, 
we are heading off the injuries 
before they happen.
I know there are a lot of head 
cases who think that the mental 
health isn’t on our minds at all 
times. But that’s just not true. 
Our head of discipline, Brendan 
Shanahan, has put safety at the 
head of his list of priorities. And 
head never let us down. I mean, 
he’d never let us down.
As head of the NHL, and 
head decision maker, I want to 
assure you all that our efforts are 
sincere; I’m not just giving head 
to the critics so they’ll get their 
heads out of their asses. My mind 
is made up, and I’m willing to put 
my head on the chopping block 
to make sure this embarrassment 
for our game doesn’t rear its ugly 
head again.
Now, I hope this wonderful 
yet dangerously unsafe 
distraction from the increasing 
Americanization of the league has 
you sheep more convinced than 
ever to give me your sweet, sweet 
money and look at the game less 
critically than ever.
Wait, don’t publish that last 
part!
With files from Liam Britten.
By Sidney Crosby, 
Pittsburgh Penguins Captain
Oh god… keep it down… I can barely think.Turn that light off! It 
hurts to look at anything bright! 
Okay, that’s better. Thanks.
Okay, so what’s going on? An 
editorial? What? What the hell is 
that? Slow down. I’m getting a 
little dizzy here.
My opinions on head safety? 
How well the League is doing to 
prevent concussions? Oh, okay.
Um, I feel that the League is 
strawberry pancakes. The Beothuk 
people were a noble people, living 
off the land for many years across 
Newfouldland, living a peaceful 
existence before the white man 
came. Apple sauce.
Wait, hold on. I think I’m 
going to puke. Blaaaarghh!! Hulp-
buh-blaaaarghhh!! Hooo… hooo… 
man… okay, I think that’s got it.
So what did you want? My 
opinions on head safety? I already 
told you! Yes, I did! Wait, did I?
I… I just want to go back 
to playing the game. That’s all I 
want. Just leave me alone. I need 
to sleep. Or try to. It’s pretty hard 
when the room’s spinning like 
this.
Sorry… wait, one more time, 
what is it you wanted me to talk 
about?
With files from Liam Britten.
By Josh Furman, Art Critic
Stop me if you’ve heard this one before.It’s a Friday night. You’re 
attending the latest exhibition at the 
Jennifer Kostuik Gallery, checking 
out the newest offerings from Curtis 
Cutshaw or Colleen Flynn-Lawson. 
You’ve just purchased a glass of 
pinot grigio from the bartender. 
You’re feeling the vibe and having 
wonderful conversation with your 
fellow tastemakers. 
Then, in through the door, 
without even checking their coats 
or breastplates, come a bunch of 
Philistines, who boorishly storm 
through the place like they own 
it. They ransack the gallery, kill all 
the men, have their way with the 
women, kidnap the children for a 
life of brutal slavery, and they don’t 
even buy anything.
 Wait, you have heard this one 
before? I said stop me!
Okay, seriously now, people. I 
am sick to death of these Iron Age 
Canaanites trampling on the culture 
of the West Coast. I know it may 
be foreign to them, and it’s a little 
different than the golden statues 
to Baal that they are used to, but if 
they want to be a part of the cultural 
scene in Vancouver, you need to 
learn to appreciate the diversity this 
city has to offer. It’s something we 
celebrate here, not something to be 
eradicated in an orgy of raping and 
pillaging.
For clarity’s sake, I’m not trying 
to paint all of these pre-Christian 
heathens in one stroke; far from it. 
I’m no racist; many of my friends 
are godless Philistines, and are quite 
capable of handling themselves with 
class and decorum.
Like my friend, Casluhim 
the Child-killer; he’s such a dear. 
He’s made a lot of progress since 
immigrating to BC from the city-
state of Ashkelon. Why, just the 
other day, we attended a new exhibit 
of functional sculpture by Marie 
Khouri at the Buschlen Mowatt. We 
had a few glasses of wine, met the 
artist, discussed post-processual 
theory with the manager. Then, 
and only then, did Casluhim take 
out a bronze war axe, decapitate a 
patron, rip out his small intestines, 
defile his lifeless corpse and burn his 
body in the middle of West Georgia 
as a blood sacrifice to Dagon, the 
Philistine god of fertility, wheat, and 
fish.
You see? Philistines are 
definitely capable of showing class. 
Casluhim behaved himself like a 
true gentleman, and the evening 
was all the better for it.
I suppose the Philistines aren’t 
so bad, even at an art gallery. 
They’re better than Vandals 
when it comes to writing their 
names everywhere, and they’re 
less brooding than Goths. And 
Etruscans? Please! Don’t get me 
started.
So please, Philistines, all I ask 
is a little respect for the cultural 
institutions of the city. Also, I would 
like to also ask that you release 
my wife from chattel slavery at 
the whim of Phicol the Overlord. 
Her letters home are becoming 
increasingly desperate.
With files from Liam Britten.
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By David Hollinshead, 
Chief Clown Investigator 
Ronald McDonald, The Joker, are they the same person? The Joker, a villain that 
has been terrorizing Gotham City 
since the 1940s, is also the clown 
responsible for fattening our 
kids up and enslaving them with 
“Happy Meals” and treacherous 
brainwashing techniques, claims 
the “World’s Greatest Detective,” 
Batman.
 In the ‘40s, the Joker made 
his appearance as a straight-up 
homicidal maniac who came back 
from what appeared to be certain 
death on more than one occasion. 
He would carve a “Glasgow smile” 
across the faces of his victims, and 
has lately adopted the catchphrase 
“Why so serious?” After being 
thwarted in an attempt to slay the 
“Boy Wonder,” Robin, the Joker 
was last seen in the ’60s, until again 
making his “rebirth” in 1973. Did he 
really disappear? Or did he decide 
to play another sick joke?
 Ronald McDonald, another 
clown figure, made his first 
appearance in 1963, around 
the same time that the Joker’s 
villainous tricks became less 
frequent. A clown that was 
thought to have been brought in 
as a marketing scheme to attract 
younger children into eating their 
food may have been pulling a fast 
one on all of us since birth. 
Think about it: both of these 
characters have the same white, 
pasty skin, frequently scare or put 
off people, have the same huge 
red smile that never vanishes, are 
obsessed with “making people 
smile,” and with just a wardrobe 
and makeup change could look 
exactly the same. They have 
also never been spotted in the 
same place at the same time, but 
McDonald has been seen in places 
where Joker’s long arm of crime 
reaches. 
“These accusations are 
absolutely preposterous,” says 
Mayor McCheese, a close friend of 
McDonald’s and the elected leader 
of McDonaldland. “Mr. McDonald 
is nothing but an upstanding 
citizen. He is a well-known 
philanthropist who helps hundreds 
of families in need.”
McDonald himself is not a 
stranger to crime. He claims to be 
a friend with someone who goes 
by the alias of the “Hamburglar,” 
a well-known petty thief who has 
been caught stealing repeatedly 
from McDonald himself. Is he a 
criminal or a vigilante? If the enemy 
of my enemy is my friend, then 
perhaps he and the Dark Knight 
are in cahoots. With the superhero 
dealing straight on with the clown 
murderer, the Hamburglar could 
fight him indirectly by stealing 
the food. There is also suspicion 
that the Hamburglar is a double 
agent. He is always caught by 
McDonald and his team due to his 
carelessness, and McDonald has not 
once pressed charges.
What would the motive be for 
being a mascot for a large fast food 
chain? With Batman having five 
sidekicks since his first in 1940, the 
Joker seems to always be dealing 
with athletic teen after athletic 
teen willing to be taken under the 
Batman’s wing and help him foil 
the Joker’s plans. Once the “Happy 
Meal” plans were in full swing, all 
the Joker had to do was take out the 
Boy Wonder and he would be done 
with it all, killing a young Jason 
Todd and his mother in the process. 
Something that Batman has not 
forgiven himself for. 
Two terrifying clowns
Ronald McDonald and the Joker are one and the same
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